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Merit Board Meeting
Virtual Meeting
Monday, 2/8/2021
8:30 - 10:30 AM ET

1. Chairperson's Opening Remarks

2. Draft Minutes of June 8, 2020 Meeting
   Merit Board Minutes DRAFT 2020 06 08 - Page 2
   Approve Linda Nenni

3. Amendment of Appendix 2
   Merit Board Rules to add new non-competitive titles, to rename certain non-competitive titles
   and to delete certain non-competitive titles
   Rulemaking for 2021-2-8 Meeting (Proposed) - Page 6
   Proposed Non-Competitive Title Review - Page 8
   Approve John Dudkowski

4. NYSCOPBA Appeal Status
   Appeal Status - Public Safety Services Coordinator
   Discuss John Dudkowski

5. Update on Testing for Competitive Titles
   Discuss Michelle Moore

6. Other Business/Adjournment